Introduction.
In the first half of this century the problem of Plateau was treated for minimal surfaces. In 1931 Douglas [3] solved the problem of Plateau for one given arbitrary Jordan curve. In the following time the result was generalized to more complicated boundaries and to minimal surfaces of higher topological structure.
For details we refer to the book of Courant [l] which also contains a bibliography on this subject.
Heinz made the first step in transferring the results on minimal surfaces to the larger class of surfaces of constant mean curvature 77 in [4] . He proved the existence of such a surface with |77| <(171/2 -1)/8 which is bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve in the unit sphere. A short statement of this result is also given in [5] . In the meantime the author improved the bound for | 77| to 1/2 and enlarged the result to surfaces which have a boundary consisting of more than one rectifiable Jordan curve, [ó] . In this note I intend to point out that it is not necessary for the Jordan curve to be rectifiable. We prove the following result.
Theorem
1. Let V be a closed Jordan curve contained in the unit sphere x2+y2+z2^
1. Then there is a surface of constant mean curvature II provided \ll\ <l/2 which has the boundary T.
Here we confine ourselves to this simple case, while in another paper I will discuss the question of multiple connected surfaces and higher topological structure.
The stated Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following analytical statement. Theorem 1'. There is a vector function i(u,v) = (x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)) for m2+zj2:S1 with the following properties:
(A) It has first and second continuous derivatives in u2+v2<l and satisfies the differential equations and (fui t») = xuxv + yuyv + zuzv the scalar product. We write r2 = (r", r"). We use D to denote the point set {(u, v)\ u2+v2<l}, and D' for {(u, v)\u2 +v2 = 1}. For D +D' we use the symbol D.
We remark that the differential equations are invariant under conformal mappings of the parameter domain. Thus three arbitrarily chosen points A, B, Coi u2+v2 = \ maybe mapped into three points A*, B*, C* on T.
Preparations
for the proof. The most difficult aids we use are already given in [4] and [ó] . First of all we need the mentioned The proof of Lemma 1 is contained in Hilfssatz 1 and 3 of [4] . Furthermore we use some properties of sequences of monotonie functions which were originally discussed by Helly. We summarize these in a lemma, the proof can be derived from [7] . Lemma 2. Given a set 5(n,(0) of strictly monotonie and continuous functions and
Then there exists a function s(<f>) and a subsequence of sM(<p) with the following properties : (a) s(<p) is montonic and has at most a denumerable set of discontinuities. Finally we state that a solution of (1) is "smooth" if its boundary values are "smooth" and this is just a local property. Proof. This lemma is known to be correct for any such domain B if 77=0, that is for harmonic functions. Using this fact and Hilfssatz 2 and Hilfssatz 3 of [ô] the above estimate can be obtained.
The method is analogous to that on pages 308-309 of [ô].
3. The proof of the theorem.
3.1. Let 77 be a real number with |77| <l/2. It is no restriction to assume that 77 is non-negative.
The Jordan curve T may be given by ï)(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t)) continuous in -oe<t< + », t¡(t + 2tt) =ïi(t), \ti(t)\ ¿1. We can find a set of rectifiable Jordan curves Tn represented by t)M(t) continuous in -oo </ < + oe and such that ti(n)(t + 2ir) = ti(n)(t), |t)(n)| ^1 and which for ra-*» converges to tj(t) uniformly in t, (for example, use approximations by polygonals without double points). Due to the theorem of Heinz there exist functions j(7!)(ra, v) which represent surfaces of constant mean curvature having the boundary curves Tn respectively. Each of the functions r(n)(ra, v) generates a topological mapping of D' (which may be represented by the parameter 4>) onto Tn (represented by /). We can describe these mappings by continuous and monotonie functions ¿ = s(n)((/>) and we can suppose due to a conformai mapping of the unit circle that 5(n)(0)=0 (which implies s™(2tt) =2ir), S<»>(1) = 1, s<»>(2)=2. From Lemma 2 we infer that there is a subsequence (and we suppose that it is the whole sequence) which converges to a monotonie function s(4>) with the described properties.
By Lemma 1 another selection yields a subsequence of the £Cn)(w, v) which is convergent in D together with the first derivatives and the convergence is uniform in each closed subdomain of the unit circle. Let us again suppose that the whole sequence is convergent. Then we have lim r/n)(«, v) = r(ra, v); n-,« lim r" (u, v) = Xu(u, v), lim j" (u, v) = xv(u, v) n-» oo n-* » and the limit function satisfies the equations (1) and (2) in D. 3. 2. Now we prove that the limit function %(u, v) has the boundary values t)(s(4>)) in all points where s(<p) is continuous.
We write tj(<p) = t)(s(<b));t)w(<p)=t)ln)(sM(4>)) and If 5(0) is continuous at <£0, then g(0o) =0 and the above inequality states that r(w, v)->ty($o) for (w, z/) ->p(4>o).
3.3. It still remains to be proved that r(w, v) takes on the boundary [February values i>(4>) everywhere and that ï)(<j>) is a topological mapping of the unit circle onto T, or equivalently, that t -s(<p) is continuous and strictly monotonie.
Let us first suppose that s(<p) is discontinuous in <j>0, i.e. d(<po)>0, and it is no restriction to assume <£0 = 0. Write D+ = ftO + 0), t)_ = $(0 -0).
Then to e > 0 there is 5 > 0 such that | t)(h) -tf(t2) | < e provided | h -h\ < 5.
To We write z = u+iv and transform the parameter by w -1 z -1 -= X-j X positive. w+ Í z + 1
Obviously the unit circle is mapped onto itself. We define rx(ra, v) = r(w) and choose X so that the arc (0, Si) of the unit circle is mapped onto an arc which contains 1 S4> = 2 in its interior. (The arc (0, -Si) is mapped onto an arc which contains ( -2^<p^ -1).) It is easily seen that the maps of the U(<j>) cover a whole strip along A), we see that for a subdomain BED+A, the first derivatives of l(u, v) are bounded. Let Bi~\Ai=A* be not empty, containing at least two points. Then we extend the function j(w, v) by reflection on A* and infer that ¡¡(u, v) is analytic in the extended region. Equations (2) and i(u, v) =t¡+ on A* show that l(u, v) =ty+ is constant in this region and therefore, due to the analytic character, %(u, v) is constant in D. This however contradicts the fact that i(u, v) has the boundary value t)-^t)+ on A-Therefore the function 5(0) has to be continuous.
If we now suppose that s((f>) is not strictly monotonie, then there is an interval 0_<0<0+
where 5(0) is constant. This implies that l(u, v) has constant boundary values along an arc of D'. As we just proved, this infers r(ra, v) is constant.
But we assumed s(l) = 1, 5(0) =0 and we proved that 5(0) is continuous. Therefore t)(5(l)) = t)(l) ¿¿ t)(5(0)) = t)(0) and, as was also shown in 3.2, r(w, v) takes on these boundary values. Therefore r(ra, v) cannot be constant. This contradiction proves that 5(0) is strictly monotonie, which completes the proof of Theorem 1'.
4.
Remarks. Due to a conformai mapping we suppose the domain of i(u, v) to be the upper half plane. Using the method of 3.3 we can conclude that i(u, v) has a constant value tf+ for 0<w and a value 1)-?it)+ for w<0. We can explicitly write down a solution of Ar = 2#(ru X f.) 
